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Garrett Metal Detectors®

Elevate YOUR DETECTING

TO THE NEXT LEVEL

Vaughan Garrett's

FAVORITE FIND
OF THE MONTH

SHOW US YOUR FINDS!
The Vaughan Garrett Find of the Month
competition will continue, and we believe
this is a great time to submit your stories and
photos. Vaughan is currently giving away ACE
300 and ACE 300i metal detectors, something
our winners will enjoy when the current health
crisis is controlled.

Click on the links below to see
the most recent winners!

U.S. winners
International winners

The only thing Unchanged about this ACE
is the legacy of its name

NEW

ACE APEX (Standard Package)

Includes Apex metal detector and Viper coil cover.
PN: 114232

ACE APEX WIRELESS PACKAGE
Includes Apex metal detector, MS-3 Z-Lynk wireless headphones, and Viper coil cover.
PN: 1142325

• NEW Six Frequency Options
Choose from powerful single frequencies
(5 kHz, 10 kHz, 15 kHz, 20 kHz) or select
one of the Apex’s simultaneous multifrequency modes (MF or MS).
• NEW 6” x 11” DD VIPER™
Searchcoil
Large enough to cover plowed fields but
narrow enough to separate targets in
iron-infested areas.
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The Garrett Searcher

• NEW Iron Volume
• NEW Built-in Rechargeable Lithium Ion Battery
• Light Weight: Only 2.5 lbs!
• Built-in Z-Lynk Wireless
• High-Resolution Ground Balance (175 pts.)
TM

• Backlit LCD
• Hybrid Audio System

May 2020
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Finder: Brandon D., Virginia
Using: AT Pro
Find: Brandon found a very worn
$2.5 gold coin and his father found a
1861 $2.5 gold coin on the same day.

Finder: Leo, Minnesota
Using: ACE 300
Find: General service button (Civil
War era), 1865 2 cent piece and a
beautiful 1866 double die shield nickle
Finder: Zeke O.,
Georgia
Using: ACE 400
Find: 1831
silver Republica
Mexicana 1 reale

Finder: Vladimir K., Russia
Using: ACE 150
Find: Gold and silver jewelry and
silver coins all found with the ACE 150

Finder: Rokas V., Europe
Using: ACE 250
Find: 59 silver European coin spill
Finder: Chris H.,
Minnesota
Using: AT Max
Find: 1904
Roosevelt and
Fairbanks watch
fob

Finder: Mario K., Europe
Using: AT Max International
Find: 10 silver Roman coin spill

Finder: Elga S., Europe
Using: AT Pro International
Find: 1826 Carlo Felice 5 centesimi
coin

Saving
Civil War history
While searching a piece of his family's
property in Louisiana, Chance C., of
Mississippi, found two great historic
finds from the American Civil War.
Chance recalls the discoveries, "This
particular piece of property was used by
the Union forces in the Siege of Port
Hudson. After several hours of detecting,
I recovered a handfull of Minié balls and
a few other items when my AT Max
came across a 66 signal. After a few
scoops of dirt, out popped a U.S. belt
plate! This was my first Civil War buckle
The Garrett Searcher

to ever recover. The following week I
went back out the same spot and once
again my AT Max gave a nice crisp 60s
signal. To my surprise it was a small
style oval belt buckle. When I flipped
it over I was in for quite a surprise.
On the front were the letters V.M.M.
which stands for Volunteer Maine
Militia. It was in great condition and
will be displayed in my collection for
many years to come. Thank you for
making such a great metal detectors
that make this hobby so much fun!"
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Garrett’s Code of Detecting Ethics
™

Charles Garrett always urged his fellow searchers to conduct themselves as responsible
treasure hunters and to leave their hunt areas in better condition than they found them.
Please follow your local directives during the current health crisis, but when you are able
to safely enjoy detecting, here are just a few of his keys to good conduct in the field:
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PHOTO FROM THE FIELD

• Never trespass or hunt on private property
without permission.
• National and state parks/monuments, etc. are
absolutely off-limits.
• Always fill in every hole that you dig.
• Do not leave litter or other discarded junk items
lying around.
• Always carry out all rubbish and dug targets with
you when you leave a search area.
• Use reasonable caution in digging toward any
target, particularly in areas where you are
uncertain of the ground conditions.
• Keep informed on and obey all local and national
legislation relating to the discovery and reporting
of found treasures.
MADE IN
THE USA

Please follow local regulations regarding your current ability to
enjoy the sport of metal detecting.

George "KG" Wyant field testing the NEW ACE Apex
and shares a few of his first finds.
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To find your local Garrett dealer, visit
garrett.com or call 972-494-6151

